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????????? Fig. 1.1??? Makarenko???????????????? ????
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?? ?????? (localization)? ???? (mapping)? ??????? (motion plannning)
? 3????? ????????? ?????? ??????????????? ??? ?
??????????????????????? ? ??????? ?????????
??????? ? ?????? ???????????????????????????
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Fig. 1.1: Three fundamental components for autonomous mobile robots and integrated
functions of them
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1.2 ????????????????????
?????? ??????????????? Borenstein????????????? [3]?
???????????????????? ? ? ? ? ????????????? ????
????????????? ???????????????? ??? ? ????????
???????????????????????????? ??????? Borenstein?
??????????????? ???????????????????????????
??? ? ??????????? ????? ?????????????????????
?????????????????????? Global Positioning System (GPS)??
??? GPS??? GPS???????????????????? GPS ???????
? ? ???????????????????? ??? ? GPS ????????????
???????????????? ????? GPS?????????????????
????? ???????????? ? ?????????? (Multipath)????? GPS
???????????????? ?????? Suzuki??? ????????????
????????????? GPS???????? ? ????????????????
?????????????? [4]? ??????? ??? 3?????????????
?? ???????????????????????????? [5]? ???????? ?
???????????????? GPS ??????????????????????
????????? ??? GPS???????????????? ??????????
?? [6]? GPS????? ?????????????????????? Wi-Fi????
????????????? [7, 8]? ??? ? Wi-Fi??????????? ????? ?
? ????????? ?????? ? ?????????? ??????????? ? ??
?????????????????
??????????????????????? ???? Light Detection and Ranging
(LIDAR)???? ????????????????? ????????????????
? ???????????????????????? [9, 10]? ??? ?????????
???????????????????????? LIDAR?????????????
????????? Time of Flight (TOF)????????????????? ? ????
???????????? ???? ? Iterative Closest Point (ICP)???? ????? ?
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1.2 ????????????????????
????????????????????????? Monte Carlo Localization (MCL)
??? ???? ? ??????????????????? ??????? [11, 12]? ??
?? ????????? ???? ??????? ?????????????? ??? ??
????????????????? [13, 14]? ?? LIDAR????????? LIDAR?
???????????????????? ?? ?????????? [15]? ?????
?? RGB-D??????????? LIDAR???? ????????????????
??????????????????????? ????? ?????? ??????
????? Normal Distributions Transform (NDT)?????????????????
[16, 17, 18]? NDT??? ????? ????????? ? ??????????????
????????????? ????????????? ?? ?????????????
?????? ?????????????????????? ? ????????????
??? ????????????? ??? ?????????????? ????????




??????? Borenstein??????????????? ? ?????????????
? ????????????? [20, 21]? ??? ? ???????????? ? ?????
????????????????? ???????????? ? ???? ???????
?????????????? Yamazaki???????????? [22]? ???????
??? ??????????????????????? Suksakulchai?? 2000????
?? [23]? ?????????? ??????? ????? ????????????? ?
?? Rahok ??? 2008??????? 2??????? (magnetic map) ???? ? ??
????????? ? ??????????????? [24, 25]? ???????????
???????????????? ? Rahok?????????????????????
??????????? Haverinen?? ? 2009???????? ??????? (????
????????????????)???? ? ?????? MCL ??????????
? ??????????????????? [26]? ?????????? ????????
? ? ???? ?????????????????? ?????????????????
????? [27, 28]? ????????????????? ??????????????
????? ???????????????????? ???? ???? LIDAR????





??????????? ? LIDAR????? ????????????????? ??
????????????????? ?????????????????? ?????
?? ???? ?????????????????????? ?????????????
???????????? ????????? ????????????? ???????
?? ???? LIDAR?????????????? ??? (??? ????? ??? )??
???????????????????? ????? ? ???????????????
?????? ? ????????????????????????? ?????????
??????
1.3 ????????????????????????
??????????? ???????? ?????????????????? ? ??
????????????? ?????????????????? ??????????
????????????? ??????????????????????? ?????
????? ? ???????????????? ??????????????????
(??? [11])????? ???????????????????????????? [29]?
???? ???????????????????????????? ????? (outlier)
????????????? ??????????????????? ?????? ???
??????????? ??????????????????????????????
??? ????????????????????? ?????????????????
??? ???????????????? ?????????????????? ????
???????????????? ?????????????? ? ??????????
?????????? ?????? ??? ?????? ?? (Kalman filter)????? ?
??? ?? (particle filter)??? ??????? [30, 31]?
?????????? ?????????????????????? ????????
????????????????????????? ????????????????




???? a??????? b?????????? p(b|a)?? a? b?????? p(a)? p(b)
? ? b??????? a?????????? p(a|b)?????????????? ? ?
??? p(b|a)????? (posterior probability)? p(a)?????? (normalization factor)?
p(b)????? (prior probability)? p(a|b)??? (likelihood)?????????? ???
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1.3 ????????????????????????
??? ????????????? ????? z????? u????????? ????





???? ?? t???? (1 : t??? 1?? t ???????????)? η ???????
p(zt|xt)?????????? (????)? p(xt|xt−1,ut)????? ??????????
???? ??????????? ? ?? t − 1???????? p(xt−1|z1:t−1,u1:t−1) ??
???????????? ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????
?????? Fig. 1.2???? ??? ???? ??????????????????? ?
???????? ???? ??????????????? ????????? (??)? ?
??????????? ??????????????????????? ? ??????
??????????????????????? ??????? ???????????
?????????? ????????????? ??????????????????
???? Fig. 1.2??? ????????? ????????? (??)?????? ???
?????? (??)???????????????????????? ??? LIDAR?
??????? ?????????????????????????????? ??? ?
?? ? ????????????????? ???????????????????? ?
????????????????? ?????????????????????? ??
??????? ????????????????? ????? ????????????
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Fig. 1.2: Conceptual figure of prior and posterior distributions on mobile robot localization.
The red distribution represents prior distribution that is updated on the basis of the
motion model. Hem of the posterior distributions are narrower than that of the prior
distribution because they are updated by using the sensor models. However, hem of
the posterior distribution using magnetic landmarks (green line) is widere than that of
the posterior distribution using geometric landmarks (blue line). The magnetic sensor
cannot obtain more information than geometric observers (e.g., LIDAR or camera) and
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? ????????????????????????? ????? ???? ??????
???????????????????????????????????? ????
???????????????????????? ??? ?????????? Fig. 1.3
???? ??? ?????? ??????? ???????? 2?? (??? ? 3??)??
?????? ? ????????? 2????????? ? ??????????????
?? ?? x, y ??? θ ?????????? ???? d????????????? 2??
?????????????????? ???????????????????????
?????????????? ????? ??????????????? ???????
?? ??????? ? ?????????????????????? ?????????








Fig. 1.3: Navigation image based on a topological magnetic map, which only records a
magnetic field on a travel path. A robot can recognize its own travel distance d by using
the map. However, accurate navigation cannot be performed using only travel distance
estimation since state of the robot cannot be constrained on a two-dimensional plane.
In the image, two robots estimate that own travel distance is d, but they located at
different points. To accurately navigate the path, motion control must be performed for
compensating navigation errors. Also, measurement values of an entire magnetic field
cannot be predicted since the magnetic map does not record magnetic fields other than
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1.5 ??????
???????????? ???? ????? 2???? ?????????????
??? ???????????? ????? ? ??????????? ?????????
??? ?????????????? ? 3???? ???????????? ?????
???????? Rahok?????????????????? ?? (magnetic navigation
method) ???????????????????????? ???? ????????
???? ????? ????????????? ? ???????????????? ? 4
???? ???????? ?????????? ????? ??????????????
??????????????? ????? ? ???????? ????????????
??????????????? ? 5???? ????? ???????????????
??????? ????????????????????????????? ?????
??????????????????? ? ?????? ?????????? ???? ?
?????? ? 6???? ???????????????? ?????????????
???????? ??? ???????? 2??? 3????????????? ? ???
??????????? ???? 7?????? ?????????
1.6 ??????
????? ???????????????? ????????????????? ??
??????? ??? (???????? ?? ?????)????? ?????????
??????????? ???? ?????????????? ?????? ??????
??????????? ??????????????????????????????
????? ? ??????????????????????? ???????? (???
??? )??????????????? ??????????????? ???? ???
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?????????????? (1)???????????????? ? (2)???????
????????? 2???????????????? ???????????????
???????? ?????????????????? ???? ???????????






???????? ? ???????????? ???????????????????
?????????????????? [20, 21]? ??? ? ??????????????
????????? ? ???????????????? ???????????????
????? ???? ?????????? ?????????? ???? ???? ????
???????????????? ??? Yamazaki???????????? [22]? ??
????? ????????????????????? ???????????????
?????? (??? [23, 24, 25, 26])? ??? ? ????????? ? ?????????
???? ????? ? ?????? ??????????????????????
??????? ?????????????????? ????????? Angermann
??? ??? ? ??????????????????????????? Angermann?
????????????????? [32]? Frassl??? ???? ????????????
??? ???????????????? ??????????????? [33]? Robertson
??? ?????? SLAM???? ?????????????? ? ?????????
? [34]? Wahlstrom? Solin??? ???? ?????????????????????
(Gaussian process)[35]?????????????? ??????????? ?????
???????????????? [36, 37]? ???????? ????????????
???????????? ??? ? ?????? ???????????????????
????? ??????????????????? ?????????????????
?????
????? ?????? ???????? ????????? ?????????????
?????????????????????? ? ?????? ?????????????








?????? ??????????????? ? ?????????? ????????
???????????????????? ???????? 3????????????
????? 3DM-DH ???? ??? 40 Hz? 10?????? Fig. 2.1??? ?????
?????????????? ?? xy????????????? ? z????????
??????? Fig. 2.1(a)(b)(c)? 3?????? (mx,my,mz)? Fig. 2.1(d)(e)(f)???
?????? (myaw,mroll,mpitch)??????????????? ??????????
????? ? ??????? ??? (10 , 50 %)? (15 , 50 %)? (20 , 40 %)? (25 ,
32 %)? (30 , 23 %)??????????? ?????? ? ???? (??? ????)?
?? ? ????????????????????????? ?? Fig. 2.2??? ????
?????????????? ??????? ??? ??????? (3 , 60 %)? (12 ,
15 %)? (-1 , 80 %)? (-3 , 85 %)??????????? ??????? Fig. 2.1??
??? ????????????????????????????????
????? Fig. 2.3??? ????????????????? ??????? ???
??????????????? ????? ?????? ???????????????
?????? ??? ??????????????????????? ? ???????
???????? ? ????????????? xy??? ??? z??????????
??????? ? x???????????? ?????????? ???? (??? ??
??)?????????? ? ?????????????????????????? ?
?? Fig. 2.4 ??? Fig. 2.3 ??? A? B??? C?????????? (A??? B?
Fig. 2.3(c)? C? Fig. 2.3(d)??????? )? ??????????? ????????
??????? ????????????? ???????? ?????????????
??????????? ???? ???????????? ??????????????
?????????????? ????????? ? ????????? ?????? ??
???????????????? ???????
C???????? yaw????????????????? ????????? yaw?
????????????????? ?????????? ?????? ????????
?????? ??????? ??????????????? ?????????????





























Temperature 10, Humidity 50
Temperature 15, Humidity 50
Temperature 20, Humidity 40
Temperature 25, Humidity 32



























Temperature 10, Humidity 50
Temperature 15, Humidity 50
Temperature 20, Humidity 40
Temperature 25, Humidity 32























Temperature 10, Humidity 50
Temperature 15, Humidity 50
Temperature 20, Humidity 40
Temperature 25, Humidity 32





























Temperature 10, Humidity 50
Temperature 15, Humidity 50
Temperature 20, Humidity 40
Temperature 25, Humidity 32





























Temperature 10, Humidity 50
Temperature 15, Humidity 50
Temperature 20, Humidity 40
Temperature 25, Humidity 32




























Temperature 10, Humidity 50
Temperature 15, Humidity 50
Temperature 20, Humidity 40
Temperature 25, Humidity 32
Temperature 30, Humidity 23
(f) mpitch
Fig. 2.1: Change in magnetic sensor readings due to temperature and humidity changes
in the indoor environment. The figures (a), (b), and (c) show magnetic intensities ((a) is
x, (b) is y, and (c) is z) and (d), (e), and (f) show magnetic azimuth angles ((d) is yaw,






























Temperature 3, Humidity 60
Temperature 12, Humidity 15
Temperature -1, Humidity 80

























Temperature 3, Humidity 60
Temperature 12, Humidity 15
Temperature -1, Humidity 80



























Temperature 3, Humidity 60
Temperature 12, Humidity 15
Temperature -1, Humidity 80





























Temperature 3, Humidity 60
Temperature 12, Humidity 15
Temperature -1, Humidity 80





























Temperature 3, Humidity 60
Temperature 12, Humidity 15
Temperature -1, Humidity 80































Temperature 3, Humidity 60
Temperature 12, Humidity 15
Temperature -1, Humidity 80
Temperature -3, Humidity 85
(f) pitch
Fig. 2.2: Change in magnetic sensor readings due to temperature and humidity changes
in the outdoor environment.
???????? Fig. 2.5??????? 2??????????????? ??? ??
???????????? ???? 6?????????? ?????? ? ???????
? ?????????????????? ?? Fig. 2.3??????? ?????????
??????????????????? ????? ?????????????????
























Temperature 4, Humidity 75
Temperature 5, Humidity 85
Temperature 8, Humidity 45
Temperature 8, Humidity 65



























Temperature 4, Humidity 75
Temperature 5, Humidity 85
Temperature 8, Humidity 45
Temperature 8, Humidity 65
























Temperature 4, Humidity 75
Temperature 5, Humidity 85
Temperature 8, Humidity 45
Temperature 8, Humidity 65































Temperature 4, Humidity 75
Temperature 5, Humidity 85
Temperature 8, Humidity 45
Temperature 8, Humidity 65
































Temperature 4, Humidity 75
Temperature 5, Humidity 85
Temperature 8, Humidity 45
Temperature 8, Humidity 65

































Temperature 4, Humidity 75
Temperature 5, Humidity 85
Temperature 8, Humidity 45
Temperature 8, Humidity 65
Temperature 19, Humidity 34
(f) pitch
Fig. 2.3: Change in magnetic sensor readings due to temperature and humidity changes


























Temperature 4, Humidity 75
Temperature 5, Humidity 85
Temperature 8, Humidity 45
Temperature 8, Humidity 65

























Temperature 4, Humidity 75
Temperature 5, Humidity 85
Temperature 8, Humidity 45
Temperature 8, Humidity 65






























Temperature 4, Humidity 75
Temperature 5, Humidity 85
Temperature 8, Humidity 45
Temperature 8, Humidity 65
Temperature 19, Humidity 34
(c) C
Fig. 2.4: Enlarged figures of part A, B, and C shown in Fig. 2.3.
2.3 ???????????????
???? ? PC????????????????????? ????????????
???? ?????????????????????? ???????????????
?????????????? ???? ???????????? ???????????
??????? ???? ???? ??????????????????????????
??????????
?????? PC? ???? ? ?????????? 2??????????????? PC
??????? ????? ? ???? ???????? ???? DC???? ?????
?????????????????? ????????????????? ??????
???????????????? ??????????? ??????????????
??????? ?????????????????? ???????MicroStrain?? 3
?????? (3DM-DH) ???? x??????????? y???? 90 deg???? z
?????????? Fig. 2.6??? ?????????????????????? ??
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2.4 ?????????????
Fig. 2.5: Indoor magnetic filed [39]
???????? ? ??????????????????????? ?????????
PC? ???? ? DC?????????? ?????????????? 10?? 15 cm?
??????????? ???????? ????? ???? ?????????????
?? ???????????????????? ? ????????????? 15 cm?
????? ????????????????????
2.4 ?????????????
Yamazaki????? ?????????? ? ???????????????????
???????????????????????? ????? ????????????
???????????????????? ????????????? ? ???????
??? ?
Fig. 2.7??? ???????????????????????????????? ?
????? ??????????? X?????????? Y?????????????
?????? ??????????? ??? 3DM-DH ?????? ? Fig. 2.7?????
??? (z?)???????????????? ???????????????????
??????? ?????????????? ?? 20 cm??????????????
?? Fig. 2.6?????????????????? ? ????????????????
???????????? ???? ???????????????? ?????????
??????????? ????????? ???? ?????????????????
???????????? ???????????????? ??? ?????? ? ???
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2.4 ?????????????





Fig. 2.7: Magnetic fluctuation of peak style [40]
Fig. 2.8??? ?????????????????????????????????
???? ??? ??????? (z?)???????????????????? Fig. 2.7
????? X???????????? ? ??????????????????????
?????????? ?????? ???????????????? ? ?????? ??
?????????????????????????
Fig. 2.8: Magnetic fluctuation of gradient style [40]
??????????????? ????? 2?? (????????? ??? ????
?????)???? ???????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????? ??????? ??? ? ????????????
????????????????? ????????????????????? ???
???? ???? ??????????????????????????????
Fig. 2.9??? Fig. 2.7?????????????? (??)??????? ? ????
??? ????? ? ??????????????????? ??????????? ??
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2.4 ?????????????
???????? ??????? ??? Fig. 2.10??? Fig. 2.8???????????
???? (??)??????? ? ??????? Fig. 2.10? Y = -1? 0? 1 m?????
??? ?????????? ? ????????????????????????? ??
??? ???????????????????? ????????? ?????????
????????????????? ??????????? ?????????????
??? ????????? ??? ??????????????????????????
?? (??? ???)????? ??????????????????????????
?? ??????? ????????
Fig. 2.9: Plot of magnetic fluctuation of peak style according to travel distance





???? ?????? ? ?????? ????????????? ??????????
????? ???? ???????????? ????? ???? ???????????
???
Fig. 2.11??? ????????????????????????????? ???
??????????? ??????? (yaw?)????????????? ?????
?????????????????????????? ??? Fig. 2.12??? ????
???????????????????????? ????? Fig. 2.8????????
?????? ? ?????????? ???????????????????
Fig. 2.11: Stable field of a magnetic azimuth angle [40]
Fig. 2.12: Unstable field of a magnetic azimuth angle [40]
????????????????? ??????????????? (???????
?????????? )?????????????????????????? ????
?? ?????????????? ?????? ????????????????? ??
?????????????? ?????????? ????????????????? ?
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2.6 ??????
???? ??????????? ??? ? 1???????? ?????????????
????????? ??????????? ???????????? ?????????
??? Fig. 2.8????? ???????????? ????? ????????????
????? ??????? ???? ? ????????????????????? ? ??
??????? ??????? ???? ??? ? ??????? ????????????
2.6 ??????
????? ?????????????? ? ??????????????? ???? ?
??????????????? ?????????????????????? ????
?????? ??????????????????????? ????? ???????
?? ???????? ???????????? ???? ????????? ? ?????
???? ???????????????????????????? ??? ??????
???? ???????? ???????????????????? ? ????????
?????????? ???? ???? ???????????????????????
?????? ? ?????????????????????? ????? ???????
????????????? ? ??????????????? 15 cm???????? ?
??????????????? ???????????? ??????????????
??????????????? ? ?????????? ?????? ? ????????
?? ?????????????????????????????? ? ????????
??????????????????????? ??????????? ???????
??????????????????? ? ???????? ?????????????
???????????? ?????? ???????????????????????





??????? ??????????????? ????????????? ?????
????????????? ????? ?????????????? Rahok ?????
????????????? ?? (magnetic navigation method)[41]??????? ? ??
?????? ????? ??????????????????? ???????????
?????????????? ?????? ?????????????????????
???? ????? ? ?????????????? ??? ??????????????
????? ???????? ????????????
??????????????????????????????? ??? ? ?????
?? (?????????????????)?????????????????????
Suksakulchai?? Haverinen??????????????? [23, 26]? ??? ? ? ???
??????????? ??????????????????????? ???? ???
?????????????????? ???????? ????? ??????????
???????? ? ???????????????????????????? ??? ?
???????????????????? Zhang???????? ?? (kidnapped robot
problem)[42]???????????? [43]? ?????????? ????????? ?
??????? ???????? ??????????????????????????
???? ? ??? ???????????????
????? ? ? ???????????????????????? ? ????????
???????????????????? ??? ? ? ??????????? ????
?? ??? ???????????????????? ? ???????????????
?? ??? Fig. 1.3?????? ?? ??? ? ????????????????????
??? 2?????????????? ??? ? ???????????????????
???????? ???????????????????????? ?????????
? ????????? ??????????????????? ????????????






????? ??????????? ???????????????????????? ?
???????????????????? Rahok???????????????? ??
??? ???? ?????????????????? ? ??? ????????????
????????????????????? ? ????? ???????? (?????
? )???????????? ???????? ????????????????????
Fig. 3.1??? ?????????????????????? ?????????? ?
??? (residual magnetism)????????????? ???????????????
???? ?????????? ? ????????????????? [22]? ??????
?? ????? ?? ? ? ? ???????????????????????????? ?
?? ???????????????????????????????? ???????
???????? ?
Fig. 3.1: Conceptual figure of a localization method based on residual magnetism [40]
3.2.2 ????
???? ????? ???????????? ?????????????? ?????
? ????? ???????????????????? ?? ?????????????
???? ?????????????????M = [m0, m1, ..., mn]T ?????????
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3.2 ???????? ??
??????????????????? ???? n????????????? (? ?? )
????? ? m? 3???????????????? ????? ???????????
?????????????? (magnetic map)???? ? ???? ??????????
????????
Fig. 3.2??? ???????????????? ?????????? ???????
??????? ? ??????????? ???????????? ???? ??????
????? ??? ???????????? ??????????? ?? ?? ??????
????????????? ????? ?????????????????????? s
? ? ????????????????????w? 2??????? ????????
?????????????? ? ?????? ? ??????????????
Fig. 3.2: Implementation example of the magnetic navigation method [40]
3.2.3 ?????? ???????
Fig. 3.3??? ???????? ????????? ??????? ???????? ?
??? ????? ??????????????? ???????????????? ??
???? ???????????????? ? ???????? ????????????
?????????????????????
Fig. 3.4??? ? ????????????????????????????????
???????? ?????????????????????? ???????????
???????? ?????????????? ???????????M ??????
????mt? ????????????∆d???????? ? ??? x?????? ?
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3.2 ???????? ??
Fig. 3.3: Control diagram of the magnetic navigation method [40]
????????? ????? ??? ? ???????? d?????????????
Fig. 3.4: Conceptual figure of localization based on magnetic fluctuation [40]
??????????????? ?????????????????? ???????
????????? ???????????? lM ? rM ?????? ????? Fig. 2.8?
2.10????????????????? ?????????????????? ????
?? ??????????? ??????????????????????????? ?
??? s?????? ??????????????
??? ?????? ??? ? ????????????????????mi ?????
?????mt??????? ????????? ?????? ??????????? ?
?? ? ????????????????????????? ???? ?????????
?? ????????? ???? si ? wi ??????????????????? ???






??????? ????????????????????????? ?????? ? ?
??? ??????????????????????????????? ???????
? ?????????? ? ?????????????????????????? ???
?????? ????????? ???????????? ? ???? ?????????
???????? ? ????? ???????????????
Fig. 3.5??? ??????????? ? ???? ?? Fig. 3.6??? ??? ? ????
???????????????? ????? ????? 2?????? ? ???????
? ??????? ?????????? 50 cm???? 3?????? (3DM-DH)? 1?
??????? ????????????? ??? ? ?????? x?? ?? 90 deg??
?? y?? ???????? z??????? ???????????? ????????
?? 20 cm????????????? ??? ???? ??? LIDAR(UTM-30LX)???
? ? ???????????????
Fig. 3.5: View of MAUV. (left) with cowl (right) without cowl [40]
3.3.2 ???????
???????? ????? ???????????? ???????????????
???? ??????? ??????????m ????? s? w ??????????
????????? ??????????? ??? ? ?? 0.6 m/s?????? 10 Hz??
??????? ???? ? ????? 10 cm ???? 10 cm?????????????
?????? ???????????? ? ????m ????? 3????????mx?
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3.3 ???????? ?????
Fig. 3.6: Drawing of the robot [40]
my? mz? ???????? ?????mθ ??????????? ?????? s?? ?
??? 3?????????????????????????? ? sx? sy? sz ????
?? ???????w??? 3???????????????????????????
??????? wx? wy? wz? wθ ??????????
???? s? Fig. 2.8????? ?????????????????????????





1 if (lmk +mt > mk >
r mk −mt)
−1 else if (lmk −mt < mk <r mk +mt)
0 (otherwise)
(3.1)
??? k ?? x, y, z ?????????? ? mt ????????? ? ????? mt ??
Fig. 2.8??????????? 0.01 G ???? ??? ?????????????? ?
????????????? ?
????w?? ??????????? ? ?????? ???????? ? ?????
????????????????? ?????? ???????????????? ??
???????? ? ??????? ???????????? ?????????????
?????????????????????????? ???????????????
????????????? ???????????? ?? ? ?????????????




??? ? ????????????? Fig. 2.7????? ????????? ? ????
??????????? ? ???? ?? ?????? 10 cm?? 6 m??????????
??? ? ?????????? ??? ? ?? 0.6 m/s???? ? 10 Hz?????????
??? ? ???? ??????????????? 3 m?????? ??????????
?????? ????????????????????????? ??????????
????????? ???? ??????????????? ???? ?????????
? ? ????????? 10 cm???????????? ?????? 10 cm?????
???????? ??? x??? y???????? ??? ? ?????? ???????
???? ????? ???????? z????????????????????
3.3.4 ????
???????? ????????????? ??? ??????? ?????????












????? e???????????? ???? ????? PD????????????
???
??????? ??????????????????????????? ????? ?
????????? ??????????? ??????????? ???????? ??
?????????????????? ?????? ?????????????????
?? ? ??????????????????????????????????? ????
???? si ?????????? ????????????? ? ???????????
???? ??????? ??? si??????????? ???????????????
?????????????? ?????? ????????????? ????????





Fig. 3.7??? ??????????????? ?? Fig. 3.8??? ?????????
?????????????? ??????? ??? A?? E???? Fig. 2.7?????
??????????? ?????????????????????? ??? ?????
?????????????? ?????????????? ? ????????????
???????????? ?????????? ???????????????????
?? ???????????????????? ????? ??????????????
??? B?????? ? 15 m????????????????????????
Fig. 3.7: Experimental environment [40]




?????? ???????????? ??????? Fig. 3.7???????????
?????? Fig. 3.9??? ???????? 4??????????? ????????
??????????? ? ????????????????????? ????????
???????????? ???????? 1 m??????? ??? 4 m??????
?????? ??????????????????????
Fig. 3.9: Trajectory by the magnetic navigation method [40]
???? (??????)?????????? Fig. 3.7??? A?? E???????
??? ?? ?????? ???????????????????????? ? ?????
??????????????? Table 3.1??? A?? E??????????????
????????????????? ?????????????? ? ? ??????? ?
?? ? ???????????????? ???? 1.7 m???????????????
??????? ??? 100 m? 1? 2???????????????????? ????
???? ???????????????????????
Fig. 3.10??? ???????????????????????? ???? Fig. 3.7?
?????? ???? α????????? A?????????????????? ??
?????????????? ??????? ??? ????????????? ????
??????????? ??????????? wθ ???? ??? ????? ???? ?




Table 3.1: Localization result in the navigation experiment
Position A [m] B [m] C [m] D [m] E [m]
Magnetic field map 23.2 94.2 220.3 346.8 389.1
1st Run 23.3 94.9 221.2 347.8 ?
2nd Run 22.1 93.4 ? 347.9 389.3
3th Run 21.5 93.8 221.1 347.4 389.6
4th Run 21.7 93.8 ? 346.6 389.3
Max error 1.7 0.8 0.9 1.1 0.5




Table 3.1?? ? C? E??????????????????????????????
???? Fig. 3.8??????? ?? ???????????? A???????????
??????????? ????? ?????????? ? ??????????????
??? ???????????????? ??? ? ??????????????????
???????? ?????? ???????????????? ?????? ? ????
???? ???????????? ????????????????????? ????
??? ???? ???????????????????? ??????????????
?????????????? ???????????????????? ???????
????? ??????????????? ? ????????????????????
????? ?????? ?? ?? LIDAR????????? ?????????????
?????? ???????? ????????????????
??? ???????? ???? ????? ?????????????????? ? ?
??????????????????????? ??????????????????
?????? ??????? ????? ????????????????? ??????
? ? ? ? ??? ?????????? ? ???????????? ???????????
????? ????? ???????? ?????????????? ?? ? ? ? ????
???????????? ?????????????? ??????????? ?????
?????? ?????????????????????????? ? ???? ????
?????????????? ??????????????? ????????????
?????????????? ???????? ???????????? ???????
?????? ??????????????????? ????? ???????????
?? ???????????????????????? ?????? ? ????????
?????????????????? ???????????? ???????????
? ????????? ???????? Fig. 1.2?????? ?? ???????????
???????????????? ????????????????????? ????
?? ?????????? ???? ? ? ? ????????? ?????????????
??? ???????? ?????????
????????????? ????? ?????????????? ????????
???????????????????????????? ????? ????????
???????????? ??????????????????????? ??????
?? ??????????????? ? ?????????? (???? 20 cm??)??








???? ??????????? ???? ??????????????????? ???
????????????? ?????? ? ?????????????
 ???????????????????????????????????? ??
?????????????? ????????
 ????????????????? ??? ???????????????? (?
????? )???????? ???????????
 ????????????????? ???????????????? ? ????
???????????
 ?????????????????? ?????????? ?????? (???
? 20 cm??)??????????? ? 1 m?????????????






??????? Rahok ?????????????????? ????????? ??
?????????? ???????? ????? ???? ??????????????
?? (???? ??????????)??? ?????????????????????
????? ???????????????????? ????????????????
???? ???????? ????? ??????????? ?????????????
??????????? ? ???? ?????????????????????????
??? ???????????????????? ? ???????? ????? ????
???????? ????????????????
????? ???????? ???????? ??????? ? ???????????
?????????????????????? ???????? ???????????
? ????????????????????????? ?????? ?????? ???
??????????????????????? ? ?????? ? ??????????
???????????????? ? ? ???? ????????? ??????????
????? ? ???? ???????????? ? ??????????????????
???????????????? ????????????? ? ??? ????????
????? Brooks?????????? Subsumption Architecture (SA) [44]??????
??? ??????????????????????????????????????
?????? SA??????????????? ???? ??????????????
?? ? ???????????????? ????? ?????????????????
????? ???????? ?????? ????????? ??? Fig. 1.2???????
??????????? ?????? ??????????????????????? ?
??????????????????????? ???? ????????? ?????
????????
??? Rahok?????????????????? ????? ???????????
???????????????????????? ? ??????? ???? ?????
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4.2 ????????
???????? ???? Monte Carlo Localization (MCL) [12]???????????
?? ???????????????????? ???MCL?????????????
??????????????? ?????????? ????????????????
??? ???? ????????????????? ?????????????????
?????? ??? MCL ????????????? ???????? Haverinen ? [26]
???????????????? ???????????????????????? ?
???????? ??? ???????????????????????? SLAM??
?????? [45]??????????? ?????????????????????
4.2 ????????
??????????? ????? Fig. 3.5?????? ? ???? ?????????
????????? ??? 3.3.1?????
4.3 ???????????????? ???????? ??
4.3.1 ??????????????
?????? ????????????????? ????????? ????????
???????????????? ? ?????????? Table 4.1????? ????
??? ???????????????????? ??? θ????? ?????????
m? ??????? g????????? ??? ?????????? ? ? ? ??????
???????????? ? ?????????????? ?????????? ????




???? ????????????? ? ???????????????????????
? ? ??????????????????????? Fig. 4.1???? ????????
????????????????????? ? ?????????????? ?????




4.3 ???????????????? ???????? ??
Table 4.1: Topological magnetic and geometric maps
Travel Heading Magnetic Geometric
distance direction information M information G
d0 θ0 m0 g0










Fig. 4.1: Multi-navigator system [46]
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4.3 ???????????????? ???????? ??
?? ? ? ? ???? ?????
?? ?? t???????? (????)????????? ??? ? ? n???? ??
???? ? ??? θt ????????????? ??????????? ??? ? ???
???????? ??????? ? ??? ????????????????? ?????
?? ? ? ? ???? ??????? ????? eo ??????? ??????????
eo = θn − θt (4.1)
?? ? ? ? ???? ??????? ??????????????????? ? ?????
?????????? ? ???????????
???????? ?????
????????????????????????? Fig. 4.2???? ??? ? ???
????? LIDAR????? ?? r? ?? α?????????????? ??????
?????????????????? ?????? gl? gr ?? ? ?? 2????????
???????? ????????????????????? n???? ?? ?????
????? gn ? (gl, gr)T ????? ??? ???????????? ?????????
???????? ????????????? ???
Fig. 4.2: Geometric landmark observation [46]
?? ?? t??????????? gl,t? gr,t ?????????? ???????? ??
????? ????? eg ??????????? ??????????
eg = (eo, − gl,n + gl,t, gr,n − gr,t)T (4.2)
???????? ???????????????????? ???????? ??? ?
??? ????????????????????????? ??? ???????? ??
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4.3 ???????????????? ???????? ??
??????????????????? ????? ??????????? ??????
??? ?????????? ????? ???????????????????????
???????????? ? ????? ? ??????????????????? ? ??
????????????????? ? ????????? ??????????????
???? ????????????????
???????? ?????
???? ??????????????? ? ????????????????????
?????mθ ???????????? ?? ?? t????? ??????mθ,t ????
?????? ???????? ??????? ????? em ??????? ??????
????
em = mθ,n −mθ,t (4.3)
???????? ??????? ????????????? ?????????????
?????????????? ? ?????? Rahok ????????????????
?? ??????? ? ??????? ????????????? ???????????
???????????????? (? (3.2))? ????? ??????????????
?????? ? ?????????????
????????????? ?????
????????????? ??????? ??? 2????????????????
????? ????? ????? egm ??????? ??????????
egm = (em, − gl,n + gl,t, gr,n − gr,t)T (4.4)
?????
????? ?????????????????? ?????????????????
?????? ????????? 0???? ??? ??????????????????





4.3 ???????????????? ???????? ??
????????????????? ???????????????? ???????
???????? ????? ????????????????????????? ???
???????????????????? ??? ??? ????????????? ??
????? 2???????????????????? ???????????? ???
???? ????? ???????????????? ????? ?? ? ? ? ???? ??
????? ????????????? ???????????????????? ???
????????????? ?????
???????? ??????? ?????????????????? ??????
??? ????????? ????????? ?????? ? ???????????? ?
?? Fig. 1.2??????? ????????? ???????? ??????? ?? ? ?
? ???? ????????????????????????? ???????????
????? ?????? ????? ? ?? ???????????????? ??????
?????????????? ??? ?????? ???????? ??????? ???
??????? ???????? ?????????????? ??????? ?????
?????? 1)?????????? 2)????? 3)????? 4)?? ? ? ? ???? ?
??????????????? ??????????
???????????????????????????? ? ??????? rz ??
????
rz = 1− |mz,n −mz,t|
∆mz,max
(4.5)
??? ∆mz,max?? z????????????????????? ? ∆mz,max = 1??
???? ????? ???????????????????????????????? ?
1???????????????????? ???? ????????????? ???
?????????? ???????????????????? 0???? ??????
???? ???? 0.998???? ???????? ???????? ??? ? ??????
??? ?????????????????? ????????? ??? ? ???????
?????????? ?????????????????? ? ???? ????????
??? gn − gt??????? 1.0 m??????????? ?????????????





??????? ???? ???????? d??? θ???? Rahok?????????
????????? ????? ???? ????????????????? ? ?????
???????????????????? ??????? MCL???????????
?????????? ?????????? ? ??? ?????MCL?????????





????????? MCL??????????????? d?????? ????? ?
?????????? ??????
dt = dt−1 +∆dt (4.6)
???? ??? t?????? ? ∆dt??? t?? t− 1???????????
???????????
Fig. 4.3??? ? ??????????????? ??????????????? MCL
??? ????? ??????? ???? 1???????? ???? ?????????
???????????????????? ? ????? ???? ?????? (??) ?
??? ? ??????????????? ? ???? ?????????????? ? ??
???? l m????????????????? ?????????? sensorm(d)???















???? a????? ??????????????? ? ???????? ? ???? 50?






Fig. 4.3: Particle evaluation using the magnetic map [47]
?????????????? ???????? ???? ????? ? ? ???? ????
???? ????????? ???????????????????????????
??? [49]? ????? ???????? Effective Sample Size (ESS) [50]????? ESS








ESS???????????????? ? ???? ????? ???? ? ????????
?? 9n/10????
4.4.2 ????
?????? 3????????????????????????? ??? ?????
??????? ? ?????????????????? ???? ?????? x?? ??
90 deg???? y?? ????? z ?????? ????????? z ????????
mz ? xy??????????mθ ????? ???? θm?? ??? ? ???? θ? ??
???????? mθ ?????? ?????????
θm = θ −mθ (4.12)
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4.5 ??
Fig. 4.4: Relationship of a robot’s heading direction θ, magnetic sensor readings mθ, and
a magnetic azimuth angle θm [51]
??? ?????????? Fig. 4.4????
???????????????????? ? ?? ?????????? ???? ? n?
??? ?? ????????? ? ??????????mt??????? ????? ??
? (4.5)??? rz? ???????? rθ ??????
rθ = 1− |mθ,n −mθ,t|
∆mθ,max
(4.13)
??? ∆mθ,max?? xy???????????????????? ? ∆mθ,max = π rad?
????? ???? rz? rθ ?? ???????????????????? ? ?? 1??
??? ????????????????????????????? ????? ????
??????????? ? ?????????????????? ???????????
?? ????? ?????????? rz = 0.992? rθ = 0.990????? ????????
??????? ? ??? ? ??? θ?????? ???????





????? ????? ???? ??? ? ?????? MCL?????????????
??????????????? Fig. 4.5??? ???????????????????
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4.5 ??
Fig. 4.5: Magnetic map and sensor readings used in the simulation [47]
??? ???????????????? ? ?????????????????????
?????????? ? ????????????????? ?????????????
?????? ????? ??? ? ??? (0.6 m/s)??????? ? ??????? ? ??
????????? ???????????? ????????????????????
??? ???????????????????? ???????? ???? ??????
?????????? ? ????????????????????????????
Fig. 4.6??? ????????????????????????????? ????
?????????????????????? ? ??????????????????
????????????????????? ????? ? ??????????????
?? ????????????????????????? ???? ??????????
?????? ??????????????????? ????????????????
??? ??? ? ??????????????? ???????????????????
????????????????? ?? Table 4.2??? ??????????????
????????????????????? Fig. 4.5????? ???? ???????
? (10 m??????? )????? ?????? 0.2 m???????????????
????????????
??? Fig. 4.7??? ???? ESS(? (4.11))?????? ?????????????
??? ????????????? ESS????????????? ??? ???????
?? ???? 1000?????? ESS??? 900??????????? ???? ????
???????? ??????????? (??)?????? ? ???????????
????? 10 m?? 25 m?? (Fig. 4.7? A)??? ESS????? ?????????
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4.5 ??
Fig. 4.6: Estimation errors of the travel distance [47]
Table 4.2: Result of the localization experiments [47]
Without With localization With localization
localization (Static) (Dynamic)
Ave. 0.678 m 0.072 m 0.133 m
S.D. 0.296 m 0.061 m 0.158 m
??? ???? ?????????????????? ????????????????
?? ? ??????????? ?????????????? ????? ? ???? ???
???? ???? ???????? ?????????? ???????????????
?????????
???????? ? ??????????????? ????????????????





???? ??????????? ??? ? ?????????????? ????????
????? ??????????????????????????? ? ???????
??????? ????????????? ? ??????????????????? ?
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4.5 ??
Fig. 4.7: Values of effective sample size [47]
?? 1??????????????????????? ???????? 4.3.2????
????????????????????? ? ???????????????????
????
Fig. 4.8: Experimental environment [46]
Fig. 4.9??? ?????? ????????? ? ????????? ???? ? ???
?????????????? ???? (Proposed method) ?????????????
? ????? (Mag. and geo.)??? ??????????????? ?? ? ? ? ????




Fig. 4.9: Trajectories of each navigator [46]
?? Fig. 4.10??? Fig. 4.9??? A???????????? ????????? ?
???? ??????????? ????? (Magnetic and Geometric)????????
??????? ????????????? ????????? ? ???????? ???
?? ?????????????????????????????? ???? ?????
??? ? Fig. 4.10???? ???? ????????? ? ???????????????
????? ???????? ???????????????????? ???? ????
? 4.4.2????????????? ? ??????? ? ???????????????
???? ??? ?????????????????? ??????? ?????????
?????????????????? ???????????????????????
?? ? ??????? ?????????????????????? ???? ?????
????????? ?????????????????????????
??? Fig. 4.11??? Fig. 4.9??? B???????????? ??????????
??????? ??????????????????? ???????????????
?????? ??????????? ? ????????????? ??????? ???
????????????????? ???????????? ????????????
?? ??????? ???????
Fig. 4.12??? ????????????????????? ??? ?????????
????????????????? ? 4??????????????? ? ??????
????????????? (???????? ????????????????? ? ?
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4.5 ??
Fig. 4.10: Enlarged figure of area A shown in Fig. 4.9 [46]
Fig. 4.11: Enlarged figure of area A shown in Fig. 4.9 [46]
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4.6 ??
?????? )? ??? Fig. 4.8????????? ?????????????????
????????? ?????????????????? ? ?????????????
?????????????????????????????????? ???? ???
?????????????????????????????? ??????????
??????????????????? ????? ???????????? ?????
??? ??????????????????????????????????????
????
Fig. 4.12: Priorities of each navigator running in the multi-navigation system [46]
??? Fig. 4.13??? ????????????????? ????????????
??? (4.5)?????? ?????????????? ? (4.5)???????????
???? ?????????????? ?????? ?????????????????
??????????????????? ?? ? ???????????????????
? ? ???????????
4.6 ??
??????????????? ??? Fig. 1.2????? ?? ???????????
?????????? ??????????????????????????? ?????
???????????? ????????????????? ? ? ??????????
??????? ??? ????? ? ?????????? ???? ???????????
?????????? ? ????????????????? ??????? ??????
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4.6 ??
Fig. 4.13: Magnetic intensity on the travel path and reliability computed via equation [46]
????????????????????????????? ? ???????????
????? Rahok ?????????????? ????? ?????????????
?? ???????????????? ? ??????? ??????? ???? ????
?????????????? ????? ? ?????????????????????
???? ?? ??????? Fig. 4.13???????? ?? ?????????????
??????? ????? ????? ???????? ????? ???????? ?? ?
???????????? ?? ????????? ????? ???? Fig. 4.9?????
?? ? ???????????????????? ? ?? ? ? ? ???? ??????? ?
??????????????????????????? ?????? ????????
?????? ? Fig. 1.2????? ?? ?? ? ? ? ?? ????????????????
??????????
?????????? ?????????????????????? Fig. 4.9????
??? ? ????????????? ?????? ??????????? ???????
???? ? ????????????????? ????????????????? ??
??????? ????? ?????????????????????????????
??? ????????????? ?? ? ? ? ???????????????? ? ???
????????????? ???????????????? ????????? ????
????????????????? ? ???????????????????????
??? ????????? ?????????? ????????? ????? ? Fig. 1.2
??????? ??????????????????? ??? ? ???????????
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4.6 ??
??????? ????????????????????? ??????????? ??
????? ??????? ??????? ??????????????????????
??????????????? ????? ? Fig. 1.2????? ????? ??????
?????? ???????????????? ???????????????? ??
?????????????????????????? ???????? ???????
????????????? ???????????????? ??????????? ?
???????????????????????
Fig. 4.14??? ??????? ?????????????????? Fig. 4.14 (a)(b)(c)
????? ?? ?????????????? ? ?????????? ?????????
??????????? ????????????????? ?????? ???????




Fig. 4.14: Guiding demonstration held in ROBOMEC 2013 [46]
????????????? ???????????????????????????
????? ????? ????????? ????????????????? ?????
????? ?????? ????? ????????????????????? ????
?? ?????????????????????????? ???? 4.14 (d)?????





Fig. 4.15: Navigation experiment in a crowded environment [48]
4.7 ??????
????? Rahok?????????????? ????????????????? ?
??? (???????? )??????????????????????? ???? MCL
?????????????????????????????????? ??????
?? ????? ????????????? ???????????????????? ?
????????????????? ????????????? ? ??????????
????????????????
??????? ???????? ??????????????? LIDAR??? ???
?????????????????? ? ??? ?????? LIDAR?????????
?? ? ????????????? (????? ) ?????? ? ???????????
?????????????????? ??????? ????????????????
????????????????? ? ???????? (??? ???? )??????
??? ?????? ????? ? ??????????????????? ???????








???? ???? LIDAR????????? ?????????????? ??????
???????????? [9, 10]? ????????????????????? ????
? ????????????? ???????? ???????????????????
?????????????? ?????? ????? ????????????????
????????????? ???????????????????????? ????
?????????????????? ????????????? ????????? ?
????? ? ????????????????????? ???? ??????????
????????? ?????? ? ???????? ?????????????? ???
??????? ????????????????? ??????? ?????????
?? ????? ?????????????????? ? 2????????????? ?
?? ? ????? ???????????????????????? 2????????
?????????? ??????????? ???? ????????????????
??? ??? ????? ????????????????????????????? ?
Fig. 1.2??????? ????? ??????? ????????? ??? ??????
2?????????????? ???????????? ? ?????????????
??????? ? ????????????????? ?????????????
????????????????????? ????? ? ?????????????
????????????????????????? ????????????????
???????????????? ??????????????????? [52]? ???
Bento??? ?? ? ? ? ??????????????????????????????
?????? [53]? ?????????? ??????????????????????
?? ? ??????? 2????????????????????????? ???? ?
???????????????? ????? ???? ??? ? ????????????
????????????????? ??????????????? ? ????????
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??? ??????????????? ? ???? ???? ??????? ????? ?
?????????????? ????????????????????????? ?
??????????????????? ?????????? ???? ????????
??????????? ????? ????????????????????????
??? ????? ? ????? ???????????????????? ??? ????
??????????????????????? ? ????????????????
?????????? ? ?????????????????????????????
?? ????????? ????????????????? ??????????????
Fig. 1.2??????? ?????????????????? ? ???????????
?????????????????????
5.2 ??????????????Monte Carlo Localization
?????? Dellaert ?????????? MCL[12] ???????????? ? ??
????????????????? ????
1. ???? ?????? ? ???????????




6. ????????? ?????? ???????????? ?????
Fig. 5.1?? ???????????????? ?? 2? 3??????????????
???????????? ???MCL?????????????
MCL??? ?? 1?? t?????????? z1:t? ???? u1:t????????? ?






5.2 ??????????????Monte Carlo Localization
Fig. 5.1: Processing image of the proposed method
???? η??????? p(zt|xt)??????????? p(xt|xt−1,ut)???? ? ???
??????????? ?????????????????????? ????????
????? LIDAR?????????????? ??????????? ???????
???????????????????????????? ????? ??????? 2
??????????? ? ?????????? gz ? ? ?????????? mz ???






????????? ?????? ? ?????? ? ??????????????????
??????? ??????????? ??????? ???? ????????????
?????? ??????????
5.2.1 ????????????
?????? Fig. 3.5????? ????? 2??????? ? ????????? ? ?
???? ? ? 2?? (xy)????????????? ??? ? ??? x??? x, y ???





















??? ut = (∆dt, ∆θt)T ????????? ??????? t − 1?? t???????
???????????? ???? ???????????? ? ???? ????????
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5.2 ??????????????Monte Carlo Localization
???????????????????????? ??? ??????????????
?????? ?????????? (proposal distribution)????
5.2.2 ????????????
??????????????????? (occupancy grid map) [42]?????? ??
?? ? ????? 2???? ?? ?????????????? ??????? ?????
??????????? ????? MCL??????? ???? ? ? ?????? ???
????????? 10 cm????
??????? ?? 4.4.2????????????????? ???????????
?? ? ??????? (??????? ? ????????????????? ?????
??? ? ???????????? )??? ???????????? ?????????
???? 3????????????????????????? ???????????
????? z????????mz ? xy?????????? θm ????? ????mθ
?? ??? ? ???? θ? ?????????? θs ?????? ?????????
θm = θ −mθ (5.4)
??? ?????????? Fig. 4.4???? ??????? ?????????????
????????????????? ?????????? ??????????? ???
??????????
??????????? ? ?? t?????? ? ? ? ???????????? ? ???
? xˆt? ?????????? mt ???? ????? ??? (4.5)? (4.13)??? rz? rθ ?
?????? ??????? ???????????????????? ? ?? 1?????
????????????????????????????? ????? ???????
???????? ? ?????????????????? ??????? ?????? ?
???? ?????????? rz = 0.992? rθ = 0.990????? ???????????
???? ? ??? ? ??? θ?????? ???????
θ = θm(xˆt, yˆt) +mθ,t (5.5)
????? ?????????????????????????????????? ?
?? ? ??????????????




?? ????????????? [54]? ???? ???????????????? ? ??
?? ????? θi (i = 1, 2, ..., n)????????? ? ?????????? ?
θi = θ +N (0, σ2θ) (5.6)
???? N (0, σ2θ)??? 0? ?? σ2θ ????????????????? σ2θ ??????
?????? ? σ2θ = 1 deg???
5.2.3 ????













???? k? LIDAR?????????? σd? LIDAR?????????? dj ? j??
???????? ??? dˆj ? j????????????????????? ?????
??????? ?????????? ????? wi ?????? ???????????






??????????? ???? ????? xi??????????? ? ????? t?





??????????? ???? ???? ???? ????? ? ???? ???? ????
??????????? ?? ? (4.11)??? ESS???????????????? ??
???? ??????? ness ? 9n/10 ????????? ???? ????? ?????
???
5.3 ??????? ???
?????????????????? ?? ????? ?????????????? ?
? ????? ?????? Fig. 3.5??????? ???? ? LIDAR?????? 180 deg?
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5.3 ??????? ???
Fig. 5.2: Simulation experimental environment [55]
Fig. 5.3: Magnetic map used in the simulation experimental environment [55]
30 m???? ??? ??????????????? ????????????????
??? Fig. 5.2??? ?? ????? ?????????? ??????? ????? ??
??????????????? ????? X ??-40?? 30 m?????? LIADR??
??????? ???????????????? ????????? ?????????
??? ? ????????????? ?????????? ?????? z???????
?? ??? xy?????????????????? ? ???? Fig. 5.3???? ???
? ?????????? ? ????????????????? ?????? ?? ? ? ? ?
??????? LIDAR?????? MCL? ???????? 3??????????
Fig. 5.4??? ?????????????????????? ?? ? ? ? ??????
?????? ???????????? ??? ??????????????? LIDAR?
??? MCL? ????????????????????? ???????? ?? ???
???? ??? LIDAR?????? MCL???? ????? ????????????
??????????????????? ???? ???????????????? ??
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5.3 ??????? ???
Fig. 5.4: Trajectories by each method [55]
Fig. 5.5: Values of rz and rθ. These values are used as reliability of the magnetic field
since these mean variation amount of the magnetic field. [55]
??????? ????????? ????? ?????????????????? ??
?????????????? ?????????? (4.5)?? (4.13)??? Fig. 5.5??
?? ?? ?????????????????????????? ???????????
????????????????? ????????????????????????
??????? ? ? (5.5)???????????? ??? ? ?????????????
?????????? ???????? ? ??????????????????????
?????????????? ??????????????????????????
??? Fig. 5.6??? LIDAR?????? MCL? ?????????????? ??
???? (?? x, y ??? θ)???????????????? ???????????
??? y???? θ????????????? ??????? ????????????
???? ????????????? ???????????????? ????? ???
??????????? ????????? ???????????? ????? ? ???
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5.4 ?????????
?????????? ????????? ????????? ? ??????? ???? ?
????????????????? ??? ? ????????????????????
???? ? ??????????????????????? ????? ????????
????? ?? ? ???????????? y???????? ? ???? ???????
?? ????????? ??? ???????? ??????????? ???? LIDAR
?????????????????????????? ? ???????? ? ?????
????????????? ??? ??????? ? ?????????????????
?????????? ? ??????????????????????????????
?? ?????? Fig. 1.2??????? ????????????
5.4 ?????????
???????????????????? ????? 2012??? 15????????
??? ?????????????? ?? ????????? ????? ????????
???????????? ?????????????????? [56, 57]? ?? ????
????? ???????????????????? ???? ????????????
? ???? ? ????? 1 km?????????????????????? ?????
???????????? ???? ??????????????????? ? ??? ? ?
???? ???????????????? ?? ??????????????? ???
?? ????? ? ????? ?? ??????? ??? ? ?????????????? ?
???? ? ??? ? ????????????????? ?????? ??????? ??
??? ???????????????????? Fig. 5.7???? ????? ?????
?????????????? GPS?????????????????????????
????????????????? ????? ? ?? ????????????????
? ?????????? ???????? ???? ??????????????????
????? ? ??????????????????
??????? 2012??? 2015???? ??????????? Fig. 3.5? 5.8? 5.9?
?? 3?????? ??????? [51, 55, 58, 59]? ????????? ????????
???????? ? ????????????????????? ????? ??????
?? ? ????????????
?? ???????????????????????????????? ?????
??????? ??????????????? Fig. 5.10 ??? ???????????






Fig. 5.6: Standard deviation of particles [55]
??????????? ?????? ???? ?????? LIDAR??????????
?????? ?????? ??? ??????? ?????????????????? ?
???????? ???? ???????????????????? ?????????
?? Fig. 5.10(c)(d)???????? ??????????? ???????????? ?
???????????????????? ?????? ???????? ???????
?????????? ????? ?? ????????????????????? ???
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5.4 ?????????
(a) Open space 1 (b) Open space 2
(c) Parking area for bicycle (d) Road covered with trees
Fig. 5.7: Part of a course of the Tsukuba challenge [51]
Fig. 5.8: View of ARIM. (left) with cowl (right) without cowl.
Fig. 5.9: View of SARA. (left) with cowl (right) without cowl [55].
????????
Fig. 5.10(e)(f)??? ???? ???????????????????????? Fig. 5.10(e)







Fig. 5.10: Experimental views in the Tsukuba Challenges.
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5.5 ??
???????????? ? Fig. 5.10(f)?????????? ?? ??????????
???? ????????? ???????????????????????? ? ???
????????????????? ????????????????????? ???
?????? ????????? [60]???????? ???? ????????? ???
? ??????????????????????????????? ???? ?????
??????????????????? ??????? ???????????????
????????????? ????????????????? ???????????
?????? ??????? ??? ???? ?????? ????????MCL????
?? ??? ?????? ? ???MCL????????????????????????
???? ????????? ???????
??? Fig. 5.10(g)(h)??? ?? ????????????????????????
???????????? ??????? ?????????????? ? ???????
?????????????? ? ??????? ???????????? ??? ???
?? ?????????? LIDAR??? ????????????? ?????? ???
?? ???????????????? ?????????????????????? ?
????????
?? ??????????? ?????????? ???????? ??????? ??
??????? ?????? ? ????????? ???????????????????
5.5 ??
5.5.1 ??????????????
???????????? ??????????? ???????? ?????????
?? ???????????? ??? ?? ????? ???????? Fig. 1.2?????
?? ???????????? ? ???? ????????????????????? ?
????? ? ????????????? ????????? ???????????? ?
??? ????????????????????? ?? ? ? ? ??? 1???? (??
?)???????????????????????????? ???? ? (5.4)???
???????????? ?? ? ? ? ??? ????????????????????
?? ?????? ????? ? ?? ? ? ? ??????????????????????
?????????????? ???????????????? ????? ??? ???
?? ?????????????????? ?????? ???????????????
??? ???? ???????????? ???? 90 kg???? ? ??????????
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5.5 ??
?????????? ???????????? ? [63]? ???? 3?? 5 cm??????
???? ??????? ????????? ??????????? ??????????
????????? ????? ??????????????????? ? ???????
????????? ?????????????????? ??????????? ?? ?
????????????????? ?????????????? ????????? ?
???????????????????? ???? ???? ?????????????
?? ???????????? ?????? ??????? ??????? ????????
????? ???? ??? ? (sensor resettings)???? ??? ? (expansion resettings)?
?? ?? ???????????? ??? ???????????????? [61, 62]?
????????? ???????????????????????????? ??? ?
?????????????????????? ???????????????????
?? ???????? ???????????????????????? ???? ???
?? ???????????????? ???? ????????? ??????????
????????????? ???????? ??????????? ?????????
???????????????? ???? ??????? ????????????? ?
??????????? ????????????????? ?????? ? ??????
??? ? ????????????????????????????????? ????
?????????? ?????????????????????? ?? ? LIDAR??
???? MCL?????????????? ???




????? ??????????????????? (? ???????) ??????
???? ?????????? ???????? 2??????????????????
?????????????? ?????????? ???? ?????????????
??????????????? ???????????? ?????? ? ???????
???????? ?????????????????? ? ?????????? ????
??? ???????????????? 1.4??????? ? 2??????????
??? ??????????????? ??? ????? ???????????????
????? ?? ??????????????? ??? ????????? ???????
??????????????? ????????????? ?????? ???????
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5.6 ??????
????? ???????? ???? ?????????????? ??????????
??? ?? ? ???????????? ?????? (??????????? 2????
???????????? ?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????)? ???? ???????????
????? ? ?????????????????????????????????? ?
???? ? ????????? ?????? ???? ?????????????????
?? ??? (????????????????????????????????? )?
?????????????
??? 2????????????????? ????? 2???????????? ?
?????????????? ????? ??????????????????????
?? ????? ????????????? ?????????????????????
??? ???????????????????????? ??? ??? ? 2??????
????????????????????? ?????????????? ??????
?????????????? ?? ????????? ???? ????????????
?????????? ???? ????????????????????????? ??
??? ?? ?????????????????????? 2??????????????
???????????????????????????????????????? ?
?? ????????????????????????? (2????????????
???????? ?????????????????????????? )??? ???
??????????????????????????? ?????? ????????
????? ?????? ? ??????????????????? ??? ??? ????




?????????????? ?????? LIDAR???? MCL????? ??????
???????????????? ????? ? LIDAR???????????????
?????????? ?????????? ? ????????????????????
?????????? ??? ????? ????????????????? ??????
?????????? ? ??????????????????? ???? ???????
?????????????? ????? ? ?????????????????????
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5.6 ??????
??? ?????????????? ?? ?????? 2012? 13? 14?????????






??????????????????? ????????? ????? ???????
??????? ? ?????????????????? ???????? ? ??????
?????????? ???? ????????????????? ? ?????????
??????????????? ?????? ? ???????????? ???????
?? ? ????????? ? ???????????????????????????
?? ????? ???? ??????????????????????????????
???????????? ??????? ?????????????????????
????? Kemppainen?? Vallivaara??? ?????????????????? ??
??????????????? SLAM ??? ????????? [64, 65]? ??? ? ?
?????????????????????? ? 9×9 m2 ????? ? ????? ? ?
??????? ???????????? ? ?????????????????????
Robertson??? ????????????? ? ???????????????? ???
??? SLAM???????????? [34]? Robertson???????????? ???
?????????????????????? ??????? ????????????
?????????Wi-Fi?????? ? SLAM????????????? [66]? ???
??? ? ???? ???? SLAM?????? ???????????????????
?????? ? ?????????????????????????? ?? Frassl ???
?????????????????? ?????? ???????? ???????? ?
????????? ? ?????????????????? [33]? ???? ??????
????????? ??????????????? ??????? ????????? ?
????????? ???? ??????????????????? ?????????
???? Wahlstrom ??? ?????? 3????????? ????????????
? ? ???????????? [35] ???? 3???????????????????
? [36]? ??????????????? ???????????????? ?? ? ???




? ? ?????????????? ? ??????????????????? [37]? ??
? ? ?????????? ?????????????? ???????????????
???????? ? ???? 2??????????????????????????
????????? 2???????????????? ??? ?????? ??????
? ???????????? 3??????????????????? ????????
????? ???? (????? ? ??????? ???)???? 2? 3????????
??????????????? ???????? ????????? ?????????
??? ?????? ? ????????? ??????? ? ?????? ????????
????????????????? ???? ????????????????????
???? ?????????????????????? ?????????????? ?
?????????????????? ??? ????? 2??????????????





?? ? ???????? D = {(x1, t1), (x2, t2), ..., (xm, tm)} ???????????
? ??????????? ????? ???????????????????? ????
x ∈ Rd???? t ∈ R??????????????? ??????????????? ?
?????????
ti = f(xi) + ϵ (6.1)
???? ϵ??? 0? ?? σ2n ???????????????? ? σ2n??????? ??
????????????? m???? x???????? X? m????? t????
???? ?? t??????
?????????? ? ? ???????? D??????? x?????? f ???
??? ?????????????? 2???? xp ? xq ?????? f ????? f(xp)













???? σ2f ? l?? 2????????????????????? ??????????
?????
? (6.1)? (6.2)?? ? ??? tp ? tq ????????????? ???????
cov(tp, tq) = k(xp,xq) + σ
2
nδpq (6.3)
???? δpq????????????? ? p = q??? 1??? ? ???????? 0??
?? ???? ? ?????? ? t?????????????????????
cov(t) = K + σ2nI (6.4)




k(x1,x1) k(x1,x2) . . . k(x1,xm)









?????? ? t?? ??????? ? m??????????????
t ∼ N (0,K + σ2nI) (6.6)
??????????????? ????? x∗ ?????? f ??????? ?????
??? D???????????? ??????? 1????????????? ???
? µx∗ ??? σ2x∗ ??????????

























????????????????? ?????? ?????????? θ = ⟨σ2f , l, σ2n⟩?
??? ????????????? ?? p(t|X, θ)??????????????????
log p(t|X, θ) = −1
2
tT (K + σ2nI)
−1t− 1
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∂θj

























( |xp − xq|
l








?????????????? ???????? ?????????????? ? ???
??????????? ?? x??? (2??? ??? ? 3?????)? ??? t????
????? ???????? ??????? ?????????????????? ???
???? 1 ???? ?????? ?? ? ? ? ?? ? ????????????????? ?
?????? (6.7)?????????????
6.3.2 ???????
?????? ????? ????????????? ????????????????
??????????????? ???? ??????????????????????
??????? ? ??? ???????????????????? ???? ??????
??????? ?????????????? ? ?????????????? ?????
??????????????? ? ????????????? ???????? ? ???
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6.3 ?????????????????
????? ? Fig. 6.1??? ???????????????????????? ????
????? 3.0×3.0×2.2 m3???? 0.2 m?????????? ????? 2816????




(mx −mrefx )2 + (my −mrefy )2 + (mz −mrefz )2 − (rbase − rref ) (6.16)
???? mref ? rref ???????????????????? ?? ??????????
? ???? ? rbase?????????????????????? ? ? ?????? ???
???????? ????? ????? ???? ???????? ? ??????????
???? ?????????? ??????????????? (Fig. 6.2)????? 3?
????????? ?????????? [32]?
Fig. 6.1: Investigation environment (elevator hall)
Fig. 6.3??? ??????????? ??????????????????????
??????????? ???????? MicroStrain?? 3?????? (3DM-DH) ?
???? ????????????? 3???????????????????????
???????? ?????????????????????? ??????? ???
????????????????? 3 ??????????????????????
?? ?? (b)(d)(f)(h)?????????? ? ?????????? ???????????
(c)(e)(g)(i)?????????????? ?????????????????????
???? ??? Table 6.2??? ??????????????????????? ???
??? ?????????????? ???????????????????? 0.01 G
??????????? ? ?????????????????????????????




Fig. 6.2: Magnetic sensor readings used for sensor calibration. The readings form a sphere
and equation to represent the sphere is determined by using a least square method. Deter-
mined values of a center point and a radius are used as a calibration result (see eq. 6.16).
Table 6.1: Values of hyperparameters
σf l σn
1.73808 0.47496 0.41968
Table 6.2: Verification result of estimation accuracy
Selected interval [m] Used data number Average of the errors [G] Standard deviation of the errors [G]
0.4 m x 0.4 m x 0.4 m 384 0.00648 0.01205
0.6 m x 0.6 m x 0.6 m 144 0.00862 0.01303
0.8 m x 0.8 m x 0.8 m 48 0.01192 0.01838
1.0 m x 1.0 m x 1.0 m 48 0.01440 0.02048
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6.3 ?????????????????
(a) Manually measured 3D magnetic field
(b) 0.4 m x 0.4 m x 0.4 m (c) Estimated result from (b)
(d) 0.6 m x 0.6 m x 0.6 m (e) Estimated result from (d)
(f) 0.8 m x 0.8 m 0.8 m (g) Estimated result from (f)
(h) 1.0 m x 1.0 m 1.0 m (i) Estimated result from (i)
Fig. 6.3: Manually measured and estimated magnetic fields
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6.4 ???????? ? ?
6.4 ???????? ? ?
6.4.1 ????????
??????? ?????????????? ????? ? ?????????????
? x??????m???????? ?????????????????????? ?
???? ??????????????? ??????????????????????
????? ? ??????????????? ????????? ???????????
??????????? ????? ? ???????????????
??????? ???????????????? ??????????????? ??
????? ?? ?????????????????????????????? ????
???????????????? ??????????????????? ? ???? ?
?????????????? ??????? ?????? ? ??? ? ?????????




????? ? ??????????????? 0.6 m???????????? ????
???? ?????????????????????????? ?????? ?????
????? 2????? 3????????????????????? ? ???????
??? ????? ???????? ? ???????
2????????? ?
Fig. 6.4??? 2?????????? ?????????? ? ???? ???? 15 cm
???????? 3?? 3?????? (3DM-DH) ???????? ?????????
??? ?????????????? ??????????????????? ? ????
???????????????? LIDAR (UTM-30LX) ????? ?????????




Fig. 6.4: Robot for measuring a two dimensional magnetic field [39]
3????????? ?
Fig. 6.5??? 3?????????? ?????????? ? ???? ?? Fig. 6.6?
?? ?????? ???????????? ????? ??????? ??????????
?????????????????? ????? ? ???????? ????????
????????????????????? 3??????? LIDAR (UTM-30LX? ?
? 3?? LIDAR)???????? ? ??????????????? ? ????????
?????????????????? ? ????? 2?? 3?????? (3DM-DH)?
???????? ????????????? ???????????? 60 cm?????
?? ?????????????? ??????????????????? ??????
??????????? 3?? LIDAR??????????????? ? ???????
??????????????? ???? ?????? ????????????????
???????????????????? ? 3?????????? ?
Fig. 6.7??? 3?????????? ?????????????? ?????? ???
? ? 3??????????????????? ? ??????????????????
??? ?????????? 3?? LIDAR??????????????? ? ?????
???????????? ????????? ????????????????
6.5 ????




Fig. 6.5: Robot for measuring a three dimensional magnetic field
Fig. 6.6: System architecture of the 3D magnetic field measurement robot
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6.5 ????
Fig. 6.7: 3D magnetic field measurement. The left hand figure shows the robot that is
measuring the 3D magnetic field. The right hand figure shows a measurement image and
the wooden stick and geometric objects are drawn in a white stick and color dots.




Fig. 6.4??????? ????? ??????? 2????????? [42]??????
Fig. 6.9?? ?????????????? ??????????????????????
? ??????? 3???????????????????? Fig. 6.10???? ???
????? 10 cm?????????? 6432??????? 30??????? ?????
? ? ?????? (?????)????????????????
Fig. 6.9: 2D occupancy grid map of the experimental environment [39]




Fig. 6.5?????? ? ????? ??????? 3??????????????? ?
?????????? 10 cm?? ? 8????????? 1 byte????????? ? 1?
???????? 1 bit???????? Fig. 6.11?? ????? 3???????????
??????????????????? ? ???? ?????????????????
???? ???? ???????????????? 3???????????? 3???
???? 20 cm?????????????? ? ??????????????????
???????? ?????????????????? ???????????? ???
???? 1????? float????????????????? ? ?? ????????
?????? ? (6.16)????????????????? 3?????????????
Fig. 6.12???? ? 1????????????? 6556????????????????
?????? ? Fig. 6.10?????????? ?????? (??? ???)??????
??????????
Fig. 6.11: 3D boxel map of the experimental environment
6.6 ??????????????




Fig. 6.12: 3D trajectories of the magnetic sensors
6.6.1 2?????????
Fig. 6.10??? 2?????????? ? ?????????????? Fig. 6.13??
?? 3??????mx? my? mz ?????????????? ?????????? (?




?????????????? ???? ??????????????? ? ????? ??
?????????????????????????? ???? ?????????? ?
???? ??????????????????????
6.6.2 3?????????
Fig. 6.12??? 3??????????? ?????????????? ? ??????
?????????????????? Fig. 6.14????????? ?????????
????????? ? ???????????????????????? ??? Fig. 6.5
??????? ????????????????? 60 cm??? ? ??????????
???? ? ??????? ??????????????? ??????????????
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6.6 ??????????????
(a) Mean of mx (b) Mean of my (c) Mean of mz
(d) Variance of mx (e) Variance of my (f) Variance of mz
Fig. 6.13: Regression results of the 2D magnetic field [39]: (a), (b), and (c) show distri-
butions of the mean of mx, my, and mz and (d), (e), and (f) show distributions of the






(a) Magnetic intensity scale
(b) 0.0 m (c) 0.2 m (d) 0.4 m
(e) 0.6 m (f) 0.8 m (g) 1.0 m
(h) 1.2 m (i) 1.4 m (j) 1.6 m
(k) 1.8 m (l) 2.0 m (m) 2.2 m
Fig. 6.14: Regression result of the 3D magnetic field. These figures hierarchically represent
the 3D magnetic map; captions indicate the height from the ground surface.
6.7 ?????????? ??????
????? ???? 2?????????????? Monte Carlo Localization (MCL)
??????????????? MCL??? ?? t??????? ? ??? xt?????
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6.8 ????????
??? ? ?? 1?? t???????? z1:t ????? u1:t??????????????
?????? ?????? ? (5.1)????????????? ??????? 3????
??????? ??? 3???????????????????????? ? ?????
z? [mx,my,mz]T ????
??MCL??? ????? p(zt|xt)????????????????? ??????
???? ????????????????????????? ????????????
???????? ???? ?????????????????????? ???????
???????? ?????? ????????????????????????? ??
?????????????????????? ???? ?? x???? 3???????
???????? ?? µ
x



















?????? ???????????? Fig. 6.4??????? ?????? ?????
??????? ?????? 2??????????? ?????????? (5.3)???
?????????? ??? ?????? 3??????????? ???????? xi?





??? ???? ???? ???? ????????? ? (4.11)??? ESS???? ? ??
?? n/2???????? ???? ????? ? ???? n????????? ?????
? ? ???? n = 1000????
6.8 ????????
Fig. 6.8?????????? Fig. 6.4?????? ? ???????????????
??? ? ???????????? 2????????????????????????
Fig. 6.15??? ??? ? ????? (??)? ????????????????? (??)?
????? ? ? ? ?? (??)???? ??? ???? ????? (??)??? LIDAR??
?? MCL?????????????????? ?? ? ? ? ?????????????
????????????? ????????????????????? ???????
??????? ?????? ? ????????????????? ? ?? ? ? ? ????





∆x2 +∆y2)? ??????????? (∆θ)?????????
?? ?????? ? ???? 0.8-m??? ???? 0.14 rad?????????????
????????????
Fig. 6.15: Trajectories obtained from the magnetic map-based localization (a) [39]
Fig. 6.9???? A???? Fig. 6.10???????????? ???????????
???????????? ??? Fig. 6.13??????? ?? ????????????
?????????????????? ????????? ??????????????
?? Fig. 6.17??? ??? ????? ????? ? ? ? ??? Fig. 6.18????????
???????????????????? ?????????? ?? ? ? ? ??????
????????????????? ???????????????? ?????? ? ?
?????????? ??????????????????????? ??? ?????
?????????????????? ???? ??????????????? ????
???????? ????????????????????????????????
?? ?????? ? MCL?????????????????????? ? ??????
????????????????????????????????? ????????
??? Fig. 1.2????? ?? ????????????? ? ? ? ?? ?????????
?????? ????????? ????? ?????????????????? ???
?????? 2???????????????? ?? ???? ????????????




Fig. 6.16: Localization errors (a) [39]
Fig. 6.17: Trajectories obtained from the magnetic map-based localization (b) [39]
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6.9 ??
Fig. 6.18: Localization errors (b) [39]
6.9 ??
6.9.1 ???????????????
6.3.2???????????????????????????? ? 3.0×3.0×2.2 = 19.8 m3
???????????????? ???? ???????? 20 cm ?? ? ??????
?????????? ? 8?????????? ?????????? 9 m2??????
?????? 45?????????????? ??????????????? ? 450 m2
?????? 2????????????????????? ? 37?? 38???????
????? ??? ?????????? 1000 m3?????? 3????????????
????????? ? 400???????????? ??????? ????????? 2
??????????????????? 1?? (? ?????????? 30?? ????
?????????? 30?)???? ???? 3???????????????????
30?? (? ?????????? 1??? ?????????????? 29??)????
?????? ? ?????????????? ? 30?????????????????
?????? ????? ??????????????????????? ???????
???????????????????????????????????????? ?
?? ? ????????? ?????????????????????????????
?????? ? ??????????????????????????
???????? ??????????? CPU??????????? (??????
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6.10 ??????
?????????????????????? ?????????????? )? ???
?? GPU????????? ?????????????????? ?????????
??O(n3)(n?? ??????????)??? ? ????????? n× n??????
??????????? ???? GPU????????????????????????
?????????? n× n?????????? ????? ??? GPU???????
?????? ? ??? ?????????????????
6.9.2 ?????????????
??????????????????? ???????????????? ? ????
???????????? ?????? ? ????? ? ?????????????????
???????????? ?????????? 6.3.2??????? ?? ???????
????????????????? ??????????????? ?????? ? ??
???? 60 cm??????????? ???????????????????? ??
?????? ? ?????????????? ????????????????? ???
??????? ?????????????????? ? ???????????????
??????????
???? ?????????? ? ?????????????????? ???????
??? ????????? ?????????????? ???????? 60 cm???
????????????? ????? 60 cm????????????????????
???? ???????????????????? ????????????? ????
???????????????????????? ???????? MCL??????
?????????????????????????????????? ???????




????? ?????????????????????????? ?????? ???
?????? ??????????????????????????? ????????
??? ? ?????? ????????????????????????????? ??
????????????????? ??????????? ???????????? ?
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6.10 ??????
?????????? ???????????????? ???????????? ???







???????? ???????????? ? ?????????????????? ??
?????????? ?????? ? ???????? 60 cm??????? ??????
????????????? ??? ???????????????????? ? ????
???????????????????? ?????????????????????
? 30???? ????????? ???? ???? 2??????????? MCL ??







?????? ???????? ?? ???????????????????? ????
???? ?????????????? ?????????????? ???????? ?
????? ?????????????????????? ? ??????? ??????
?????? ????????? ???? LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging)????
????? ??????????????????????????? ?????????
??? ??????????????????????????????? ?????? ?
?????????????????? ???? ?? ?????????????????




????????????????????????????? ???? 2?????? ?
????????????????? ????????? ???????????????
?? ????????????????? ?????? ? ???????????????
?????????? ???????????????????????????????
??????? ??? ???????????????????????????? ???
???????????????????????????? ???? ?????????
???????????? ????????????????????????????
?? ???????? ? ???????????? ??????? ???????????
???? ? ???????????????????
? 3???? ? 2???????????????? Rahok ????????????
?????? ??????????? ???????? ???? ????????????
??????????????? ? ???????????????????????? ?
3???? ???????? ?????????? ??????????????????





?????????? ????? ? ?????????????????????????
??? ???????????????????? ??????????????????
??????????? ??????????????????? ???????????
?????? ? 4???? 5???? ???????? ??????? ?????????
?????????????????????????? ??? ???? (LIDAR???
????????????? ??? )????????? ?????????? ?????
????????
? 4???? ? 3??????????????????? ????????????
?????????? ??????????? ??????????????? ????
???? ?????? ?????? LIDAR? ????? ? ? ? ????????????
??? ????? (????? ) ?????? ? ?????????????? ?????
??? ?????????????????? ? ???????????????????
????????????? ? ???? ??????????????????????
??? ???????? ? ????? ? ??? ? ???????????????????
?????????????????????? ? ?????????? ???? ???
??????? ???????? ????? ??? ????????????? ????
? (ROBOMEC2013????)?????????????????? ?????????
???
? 5???? ???????? ???????????????????????? ? ?
???? ???????????????????? ?????????????????
??????????? ?????? ????? ??????? Monte Carlo Localization
(MCL)????? ????????????????????? ???? ???????
?????? ??????? ???????????????????? ????? ???
??????????????????????? ? MCL????????????? ?
??????? ???? ??????????????????????????????
?? ?????????????????????????? ??????? ? ???? ?
???????????????? ?????????? ? ????? ?????????
???????? ???????????? ?????????? ??? ?????? ??
??????????? ??????????? ?? ?????????????????
??????? ???????????????????? ??????????????





????????????? ???????????????????? ????? ???
????????? ????? ???????????????????????????
?????? ? 6???? ??????????????????? ? ?????????
??????????????? ?????????????????? ????????
? ??????? ????? ?????? ?????????????????? ????
???????????? ?????? ? ????????? ??????? ? ?????
??????????????????????????? ? ???? ?????????
??????????????????? ????????? ? ????? 2????? 3
????????????? ? 30?????????????????? ???? ???





????? ????????????? ??? ROBOMEC2013????????????
? ???? ?????? ?? ?????????????????? ????? ?????
???????? ?????????????????????????????????
???????????????? Fig. 1.2????? ?? ?????????????
??????????? ????? ? ????????????????????? ???
?????????? (????????????????????????)?? ???
????????????? ? ????? ???????????????? ??????
????????? ??????? ?????? ? ??????????????????
??????? ?? ? ? ? ????????????????????? ????? ?? ?
? ? ?????????????????????????????? ???? ?????
?????????????????? ?????????????????? ?????
??????????????????????? ? ??????? ??????????
?????? ?? ? ? ???? ???????????????? ???????? ? 4?
??? 5???????????? ???? ? ??????????????? ? ????




???? 6???? ????????????????????????? ??????
??????? ????????????????????????????????
7.3 ??
??????? ??????????????????? ? ???????? ?????
?? ????????????????????????? ? ?????????? ???
???????????? ???? ????????????????? ????? ???
????????? ?????????????????????????? ????? ?
??????????? ??????????????????????????????
?? ?????? ? ??????????????? ??????????????????
????????? ?????????????? ??? ???? ???????????
?????? ????????? ?????????
?????????????????? ?????? ?????? ???? ?? ????
?????????????????? ??? ????????????????????
?????????????? ????????????????? ? ???? ?????
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